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Abstract

Some recent developments in algebraic QFT are reviewed and confronted with results obtained

by geometric methods. In particular I try to give a critical evaluation of the present status of

the quantum symmetry discussion and comment on the possible relation of the (Gepner-Witten)

modularity in conformai QFTj and the Tomita modularity (existence of quantum reflections) of

the algebraic approach.
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Introduction

This conference has a special occasion and before I present some recent results obtained by the

algebraic method in QFT, I take the permission to say some words about Raymond Stora.

I met Raymond the first time more than a quarter of a century ago at some conference in

Boulder/Colorado which, according to the best of my memory, was dedicated to a survey of

Wigner's work on the representation theory of the Poincaré group and its application to QFT.

It was through a series of lectures by Raymond (on the methods of induced representation) that I

learned about the mathematical and conceptual depth of these ideas. Although Wigner's methods

became known to field theoretic experts and particle physicist, they never fully entered text books

on quantum field theory. One reason is certainly that physicists like Raymond who grew up with

this knowledge unfortunately never wrote a textbook on QFT.1 It is not my intention to recall here

all the beautiful contributions of Raymond to renormalized perturbation theory in particular the

formulation of "soft symmetry breaking". Only one person comes to my mind who could match

Raymonds dedication and masterful handling of problems of renormalized perturbation theory (a

topic which continued to attract Raymond's attention up to today), it is our unforgotten collègue

Kurt Symanzik for whom QFT was basically summed up and skillfully resummed renormalized

perturbation theory. It is interesting to note that the famous BRS formalism concerning the han-

dling of renormalization involving the ghost fields of perturbative nonabelian gauge theories was, in

those days and many years after its publication considerably less well-known than it is nowadays.

It is also interesting to take notice that the more than 300 papers related to the subject of BRS

quantization which appeared during this decade did not make Raymond entirely happy. He has

remained the severest critic of his own method which he in many cases considers as incorrectly

used. For anybody who knows Raymond this is of no surprise. I hardly met anybody whose moti-

vation in research can be so directly traced back to the pleasure and satisfaction in increasing the

clarity of understanding. In this context I refer to Rudolph Haag's moving address given at this

conference (which I hope will appear in the proceedings).

It is my firm conviction, that not-withstanding age, critical minds as Raymond Stora are

extremely valuable especially in times in which Theoretical Physics goes through a very speculative

period. The loss of working power as a natural consequence of increasing age is often outweighted

by the growth in ability to locate new ideas in the accumulated conceptual framework of Theoretical

Physics. A necessary prerequisite is of course the active interest in the ideas of younger physisist

(even at the risk that critical remarks are often ignored or dismissed by the younger crowd) which

is so evident in the case of Raymond.

The very fact that I was invited together with two younger collègues (Jiirg Frohlich and

Henning Rehren) to represent the recent developments in algebraic quantum field theory, I interpret

as a sign of Raymond's continuing strong interest in that area, even though his own active research

is presently directed towards another area (the understanding of summed up perturbation theory

of matter fields coupled to external euclidean gravity).



In the following I will present some results and open problems of the algebraic approach. In

contradistinction to the geometic approach which is based on the Euclidian path-integral repre-

sentation of correlation function corresponding to Lagrangians (which are selected according to

geometric and topological principles), the algebraic approach starts directly from certain physical

principles among which the Einstein causality and related Haag duality are the most important

ones. The physical content is extracted not from individual fields and not even from individual

local algebras of observables, but rather from the relation and position of these local algebras

with respect to each other. The theory of "nets" of local algebras2 incorporates and extends the

Jones inclusion theory (and even anticipated it in some sense). Nevertheless, after going through

many ingenous steps, one finally obtains also geometrical structures. A famous example is the

Doplicher-Roberts theorem3 which shows that the positive energy sectors of d > 3 (d = space-time

dimension) observable algebras have a composition structure given by compact internal symmetry

groups. It has led to a vast generalization of those "classical" issues related to TCP, Spin and

Statistics, Internal Symmetry and Kramer- Wannier-Kadanoff Duality, of which presently there is

no end in sight. It is basically a theory of classification and in this respect generalizes the strategy

in conformai QFT2. However progress in the algebraic method is more difficult to achieve and its

innovative power does not lie so much in the area of making rapid discoveries for specially selected

families of systems as in the case of the geometrical approach (Chern-Simons models, topological

field theories, conformai field theories, two-dimensional (Euclidean) gravity etc.). It seems that

presently the strength of one approach is the weakness of the other. The geometrical approach has

great difficulties with the quantum reconstruction problem. For example for d — 3 QFT it is much

closer to knot theory than to the physical problem of the consequences of braid group statistics for

the modification of scattering theory and quantum statstical mechanics. If one correctly read3 the

message of failures and successes of theoretical concepts which emerged within the last 40 years, one

finds that ideas closely linked to physical principles of causality (localization) and spectral stability

(i.e. the generalization of Dirac's "filling the sea" ) have been often more viable than differential

geometric or topological motivated impositions. The problem of Yang-Mills theories do not furnish

a perfect exception either: the geometric ideas of fibre-bundles (i.e. the Lagrangian path integral

approach) were at first sight very successfull since they gave a high amount of consistency in par-

ticlular in the perturbative regime (and with experiments), but the long period of stagnation (for

almost 15 years) concerning the physical content (i.e. composition of non-commutative charges

and a deeper understanding of the physical role of quarks) indicates that there may be a radically

different understanding more close to physical principles of observables than to formal geometric

principles as gauge invariance of the second kind and the ensuing unphysical states. Similar com-

ments can be made about supersymmetry and string theory: while they are consistent with the

aforementioned physical principles (not so clear in the case of string theory!), they are not asked

for by those principles. On the other hand exchange algebras, spin-statistics theorems internal



symmetry (e.g. the new not understood quantum symmetry) and (as I would like to argue in these

notes) "duality" and "modularity" are directly related to physical principles.

The recent success of algebraic QFT repudiate the dictum that QFT can or should be equated

with the study of euclidean path integrals. The problem of whether quantum field theory and

elementary particle physics is best approached by the classical parallelism called "quantization" or

by "classification" according to intrinsic principles without any reference to a classical structure is

still widely open. We will return to some of such questions in the concluding remarks. In the next

section I will try to give a lightening review of the achievements and open problems of algebraic

QFT. The third section is devoted to the origin of duality properties and the pivotal role of the

Tomita-Takesaki modular theory with its "quantum reflections". This section also contains my own

(unfortunately not yet very successful) attemps to link the modularity theory of Gepner, Witten,

Kac, Peterson and others to the Tomita-Takesaki theory.

I hope that I am able to carry over some of the enthusiasm and admiration concerning algebraic

quantum field theory which I developed some years ago when Klaus Fredenhagen sketched for the

first time to Henning Rehren and myself some arguments showing that those exchange algebras

which we tried to derive from Einstein causality within conformai field theory4 are in fact a very

generic structure of low dimensional QFT with braid group statistics.5 This turn of events also

provides some personal satisfaction since the pointlike versions of exchange fields appeared first

as "light-cone components" of local fields in the 1974 conformai decomposition theory of Swieca

and myself (for references see ref. [12]) where, as a result of their difference to ordinary Wightman

fields, they caused some surprise and scepticism among us. In 1984 they reemerged as the BPZ

"conformai block fields" on the analytic side.

Nonexperts in algebraic QFT may find it helpful to consult the existing reviews on this subject16

and also to look at the contributions of J. Frohlich and K.H. Rehren to this conference where also

further references may be found. My scarce list of references should in no way be taken as putting

weights or credits to papers (except in case of unpublished remarks and discussions where I want

to make clear that they are not my own).

Causality, Statistics And Internal Symmetry

The historical roots of algebraic QFT go back to the times of Wick, Wigner and Wightman6

who realized that the von Neumann dictum in quantum mechanics that every selfadjoint operator

represents an observable had to be modified in the presence of superselection rules. Haag and

Kastler2 had the good idea to view charge sectors in QFT as superselection sectors of observable

C* algebras. They also realized that Einstein causality of observables plays a fundamental role

in the classification of representation sectors of observable algebras. The idea that the physical

content of the theory, rather than to be looked for in individual point-like fields, can be fully

recovered from the relation of the local subalgebras (without loss of generality equated with von



Neumann algebras) with respect to each other is as old as the Haag Kastlet paper. Certain aspects

of this observation were also later seen in the scattering theory formulated with pointlike fields,

for example Weinberg realized that in Lagrangian field theory the S-matrix is insensitive against

changes of the local interpolating field, indeed it in a class invariant of the "Borchers class" of local

fields. The S-matrix has a very natural place in the algebraic formulation which is based on the

directed net of observable algebras:

O —• A(O) , OeK (set of all double cones)

A(O) : von Neumann algebras in one Hilbert - space U0.
C

A = (J-^(O) ; (quasilocal) C" observable algebra.

The net is supposed to fulfill certain covariance properties (weakest assumption: translation covari-

ance) and Einstein causality i.e. the commutativity for relatively space-like localized subalgebras

(members of the net). It is then straightforward to define the vacuum representation Tr0(A) and

to show that it is a faithful irreducible representation of A [if A is not simple but rather has an

ideal, one must divide by this ideal]. The general program was then to classify all other positive

energy representation *(A) which, as a result of the faithfulness, can be viewed as positive energy

representations of iro(A). Here the pioneers of the early days met their first obstacle and the classi-

fication property in this generality turned out to be untractable. They soon discovered the reason

why. Positive energy representations have generally very bad localization properties viz. QED,

where physical electron states are very delocalized as a result of the infinitly sized infrared photon

clouds. Doplicher, Haag and Roberts2 investigated the localization properties of those positive

energy sectors which correspond to conventional "short-range interaction" Lagrangians and found

that the corresponding localization property reads:

x\A(O') « *o\A(O')

i.e. although the sectors it beyond the vacuums are not globally unitary equivalent to Jr0, they

are equivalent if restricted to algebras localized outside of (in the space-like complement) arbitrary

double cones. Assuming the localization property as a selection critérium for "states of physical

interest", they were able to show that every such localizable representation can be written as

where p is a localizable endomorphism of A (i.d. p = id on AeA(O') if locp C O) Later Buchholz

and Fredenhagen7 succeeded to demonstrati; that a slightly weaker localization property follows

from the assumption that a positive energy representation * has a mass gap with an isolated mass

shell. In that case they found that on the one hand the representation x gives rise to two sattelite



representations TC0 and ff, the vacuum and the conjugate representation (the latter having the same

mass gap), and on the other hand that JT is related to Tr0 by:

^A(S1) * no\A{S')

for each (arbitrary small) semiinfinite space-like cone S. This situation harmonizes with the formal

observation in gauge theories on the relevance of semi-infinite Mandelstam strings. Again, by

appropriate extensions7 one was able to view the JT'S in terms of endomorphism p. The Buchholz-

Fredenhagen string localization was sufficient to derive a locally finite composition and reduction

theory of p's via intertwinning operators in the observable algebra similar to the tensor calculus of

compact groups. It turns out that the finiteness is equivalent to the existence of a p (the conjugate

morphism) with (the bracket is used for the sectors i.e. the equivalence classes of p modulo inner

endomorphism):

[pp] = [pp] D [id]

One can show that such a p is unique and irreducible8 (assuming that p was irreducible) if it exists,

and that the identity occurs with multiplicity one (i.e. like compact group representation theory).

The p supplies a left-inverse <f> to p via the formula:

</>{A) = R'p(A)R ,AeA

with <j> o p = id.

Here R is the special, but very important intertwiner:

P-P(A)R = RA , R

and the above <f> is a positive map on A and not an endomorphism. However positive maps have

certain properties similar to endomorphisms and mathematicians refer to the relation between p

and 4> as the "Stinespring dilation". The product E = po<j> has the properties of a projection map

of A onto p(A) and is called conditional expectation and it is "Stinespring related" to the Longo

canonical endomorphism8. The iteration of <j> is easily seen to yield a tracial state on the finite

dimensional algebras of intertwiners pn(A)'r\ A and the infinite iteration

<p(T) = Hm 4>n(T)

provide a tracial state on the infinite dimensional inductive limit TiM = \JnPn(A)'r\ A. Its

restriction to the subalgebra of the braid group B00 has the famous property which Jones called

the "Markov property" (thus combining the achievements of the probabilist Markov father with



those of the algebraic topologist Markov son) and leads by rescaling to the famous knot invariants

which play a similar role as the characters of finite groups with respect to the infinite braid group.

The braid group generators themselves are special natural intertwiners in M which are obtained

by applying endomorphisms p to the basic flip operator e

P2pi(A)e(pi, p2) = e{pi,p2)pîPi{A)

for the special case Pi = P2 = P-

This flip operator is explicitely constructed in terms of spectator endomorphisms p\ which are

in a space-like localization position, however the resulting e-operator does not depend on the

individual spectators but only on their class. In two dimensions (or in one dimensions as in the

case of conformai QFT on one light cone) it is obvious that there are two classes:

locp'i and locp\ ,*' locp2

In d = 3 with the semiinfinite string-like BF localization one also obtains two classes. The existence

of two different flip operators means that the monodromy operator m(p\,p2) = e(pi,pî)e(p2'Pi) ïfi 1

i.e. is nontrivial, leading to braid group statistics. With the BF localization for d > 3 and the

DHR localization for d > 2 one obtains only finite energy sectors which fulfill the permutation

group statistics. There is one "master relation" for intertwiners which reads (with Te(Pi,P2), the

last symbol denoting the intertwiner space):

e'\.P2,p3)T = Ps(T)e(puPs)

By specializing the p's to be products of irreducible p's one obtains all the other relations e.g. hexag-

onal and pentagonal relations. Employing a basis in the intwiner spaces (algebraic Hilbertspaces

in A) one easily converts these relations into relations for R- and D-matrices (braid and fusion

matrices). However, there is no gain in doing tkt3 since the only basis independent objects are

the Markov traces built on one or several (colored Markov traces) p's. The numerical hexagonal

Artin relations are sometimes referred to as Yang-Baxter relations. I am in the good company

of V. Jones, if I emphasize the conceptual distinction between the two structures. Whereas the

hexagonal A rtin rdationa are part of the kinematics3* of the new field and particle statistics and

have a direct geometrical interpretation, the Yang-Baxter relations are more complicated due to

the appearance of a spectral parameter (the scattering rapidity in the case of factorizing S-matrix)

and are definitly part of the more complicated dynamics9. Since the S-matrix of a model has

to be consistent with its kinematical superselection rules, there are naturally relations between S

and R matrices (after appropritate rescaling S=R if the rapidity approaches infinity). Using the



information of superselection sectors and their statistics obtained via the method of algebraic field

theory one can construct fields which interpolate between the sectors and act on a Hilbert-space:

Here the set Vo denotes a set of reference endomorphism, one from each sector (=equivalence class).

Even the pointlike version of these fields is different from ordinary (Wightman) fields as they appear

e.g. in Lagrangian theory, since they carry a source and a range projector corresponding to the

above coherent subspaces. For space-like distances they fulfill an exchange algebra familiar from

conformai QFT2 4 . In the case of trivial monodromy-operator m, these fields are identical to the

reduced version of the Green parastatistics fields.10 They carry the full physical information of the

theory but lack the multiplicity related to the standard tensorial (Wigner) formulation of internal

symmetry. For example the cross section computed with these fields obey the same formulas as

the tensor fields with a linear action of the symmetry group. The statistical weights (e.g. the

2j + 1 factors in the case of iso-spin symmetry) have a different bookkeeping; they originate from

the Markov traces on the permutation group which appear in the derivation of the inner product

of the in- and out-states obtained by computing the asymptotic limits on the basis of exchange

algebras. For sectors with trivial monodromy (= permutation group statistics sectors) Doplicher

and Roberts suceeded to use the intertwiner information for the reconstruction of a field algebra /

whose fix point algebra under the action of a compact group G is the original observable algebra:

A = 7G. The point-like limits yields the standard tensor calculus of internal symmetries known

from Lagrangians. Only after introducing the tensor multiplicities one finds Lagrangian and the

possibility of a classical limit (with the tensor fields being obtained by quantization from a classical

theory). The multiplicity free DHR algebraic theory admits no quantization description in terms

of a classical parallelism. If one only looks at the result, one may be a bit disappointed because

that is what one always believed on the basis of Lagrangian field theory. If one however looks at

the rich concepts and the essential role of Einstein causality (and Haag duality, see next section),

this disappointment disappears. From the point of view of representation theory of observable

algebras this is a surprising and highly non-trivial result. After all why should the composition

of localizable representations of such huge algebras as A follow the composition rules of compact

groups? In this context the Boson-Fermion alternative for the operators of the constructed field

algebra (without any a priori bias about commutation of the nonobservable part of 7) reveals the

ultimate insight into the issue of permutation group "Spin and Statics".

The corresponding program for braid group statistics has turned out to be much more difficult.

First the classification of the field theoretic relevant representations of B00 (i.e. those which have

Markov traces and fit into the field theoretic intertwiner calculus) itself is a major enterprise. The

present knowledge on this problem is entirely contained in the following four families (p always

irreducible)



1. Abelian statistics

p2 irreducible, i.e. p automorphism

2. Two channel statistics

P2 = Pi © /»2

3. Three channel (selfconjugate) statistics

p2 — a © p\ © pi a = id or automorphism

4. Multi-channel automorphic statistics

p2 = ai © .... © an, all a,- automorphism

Fields or particles obeying abelian braid group statistics have been called anyons11. The statis-

tics is described in terms of phases which are, at least a priori, not quantized. Anyons fit reasonably

well into the Lagrangian framework. During the 70'" they have been studied in two-dimensional

models (chiral Gross-Neveau, ZN integrable models) by Swieca12 and collaborators who used the

word "exotic statistics" instead of anyons. Later KadanofF called it "parafermions" (not knowing

that this termenology was already used by Green and Messiah in elementary particle physics) and

the suffix "para" in connection with statistics has remained a source of confusion even since. The

abelian braid group situation is expected to be similar to the abelian permutation group (absence

of higher Young tableaux) situation. In the latter case one can prove that the internal symmetry

group is a compact abelian group. For certain types of anyons on the other hand one has examples

with "obstructions", for which without additonal multiplicities the abelian group cannot be rep-

resented on X. Nonabelian braid group statistics on the other hand cannot be described in terms

of phases alone. One needs in addition statistical dimensions which are the analogous of represen-

tation multiplicities of nonabelian group representations. For all known families these statistical

dimensions are quantized (although not integer valued). This quantization comes from the posi-

tivity of the tracial Markov states which in turn results from the basic properties of C- and von

Neumann algebras. The name anyon does not appropriately account for this nonabelian quantiza-

tion phenomenon and therefore we used the Greek word "plekton" (which means "braided" ). I S > M

Both the statistic phases (= spin phases through the spin-statistics theorem) and the statistical

dimensions are measurable quantities, the phases through electromagnetic properties (Hall effect?)

and the statistical dimensions as amplification factors e.g. in cross sections. In applications of

braid group statistics to condensed matter physics one should however be aware that anyons and

plektons are not to be thought of as transmutated Schrodinger fermions (as the configuration space

formalism of Leiuaas and Myrheim would suggest). They are rather new sectors in addition to

fermions and bosons on the model algebras which describe the finite particle density condensed

matter situation (with its rather complicated field-theoretic "vacuum"). The corresponding quasi

particles always have a minimal "kinematic" interaction i.e. a nontrivial S-matrix 5*"* ^ 1 and

the corresponding localizable fields are not linear in terms of momentum space creation and anni-

hilation operators. The statistical dimension of plektons dp > 1 is expected to be the origin of the

enhancement factor between Te and the gap size at T = o.13



The second two-channel family which leads to the Hecke algebra situation, as well as the third

family (which yields the Birman-Wenzl algebra) has been thoroughly studied in the literature. AU

these families have an overlapp in the sense that e.g. some of the higher irreducible braid group

representations which appear by fusion from the Hecke algebra are contained in the two subsequent

families as special cases. The most interesting family is the last one. It can be described by defining

a shift endomorphism p14 on the discrete "anyonic" algebra 7

&r» m > n , 6* = 1 , n. = 1,2...OO

p{K) =

This shift commutes with the global Zfc symmetry of 7 and descends to the Z^ invariant algebra

A. It defines an irreducible endomorphism, the first (Z* invariant) intertwiner space p2(J)V-* 7

being generated by

u = bib^ , u* ~ 1.

The shifted u'a :

form the algebra which was used by V. Jones15 in order to construct the spectral-parameter depen-

dent R-matrices of the Fatteev-Zamolodchikov model. Seeking an e operator, which in addition to

the Artin relations:

ep"(e) = pn(e)e n > 2

ep(e)e = p(e)ep(e)

fulfills the intertwiner relation

ep{e)u = p(e)ep{u)

one finds that the equations for e have one unique solution:14

and the statistical dimension

d = !̂ (cfc)!""1 , 4> '• left inverse of p



turns out to be d = \fk, i.e. the Jones index of the inclusion p{7) C 7 or p[A) C A ia the integer k.

The sum rule d2 = J2^i suggests that the irreducible pieces of p2 are automorphisms with dj = 1,

a fact which can be checked easily. It was known for a long time that the two first models which

describe the statistics of the Ising- and the Potts-model have a finite B00 braid-group representation

similar to S00 statistics. It is easy to see that this property holds in general for the multi- anyon-

channel model; it is of course related to the integer Jones index. It is for this very reason that

we described this interesting plektonic (p is a nonabelian sector!) model more explicitely than the

other families. We firmly believe that the problem of what geometric symmetry concepts is behind

braid group statistics will be first solved for this family.33

In view of the unnumerable papers on the Drinfeld-Jimbo-Woyronowicz deformed g-groups,

one feels compelled to say something about the possible role of "quantum groups" in QFT (i.e. not

statistical mechanics, where they were successfully used by Faddeev and collaborators). Tensorial

representations of quantum groups at roots of unity (i.e. RSOS cut-off representations) undoubt-

edly have a high consistency with the structure of the exchange algebras of quantum field theory.

One sees this consistency on the level of conformally invariant Green's function e.g. in the "Rus-

sian Coulombgas" representation. For most of the time in theoretical physics, high consistency

means validity, but not under all circumstances (see the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction formulas).

To be more specific, the crucial question is whether the observed consistency goes beyond the old

observation of Wenzl, Ocneanu, Murakami, Reshetikhin etc. that the Markov traces belonging to

lhe various multi-channel models for p2 can be obtained by classical deformation theory of Lie

groups. The Markov traces are omnipresent in all inner product of multiparticle scattering states,

Green's function of conformai field theory, etc.. I am not sufficiently knowledgable about the cur-

rent literature in order to answer this question, expecially since most papers are rather technical.

A true operator symmetry should of course achieve more than the explanation of Markov-traces

on a unitary braid group representation since the latter through the GNS reconstruction have lost

all memory on the quantum group tensor-multiplicities. In analogy to the "classical" formula for

the decomposition of the Hilbert-space:

*= 12 wmm' ® *?*'
all irr.rep.a

of "permutation group quantum field theory" where the tensorial field algebra 7 acts on both

factors simultaneously whereas the symmetry group (according to Doplicher-Roberts a compact

group) acts only on the first (finite multiplicity) factor and the observables solely on the second (in-

finite dimensional), one would like to believe that the new field algebra has a similar Hilbert-space

decomposition but this time with Xivm's which are infinite dimensional representation modules

with a finite non-integer Murray von Neumann dimension with respect to the vacuum representa-

tion (which in Jones terminology would be the Hilbert space L2(M, tr) with Murray von Neumann

dimension 1, where M is the tracial algebra of the unkown new symmetry) which corresponds

10



to the compact group type I algebra in the standard known case. From the known data of the

hypergroup (fusion data) of the composition structure of field theoretic localized endomorphism

one may even dare to make a guess at the new structure. Take for example the two channel Hecke

situation. According to Longo and Rehren two of the irreducible sectors are periodic (Connes type)

automorphisms belonging to the two cut-off (one inherent already in the SU(d) group tensor cal-

culus and the other being the "RSOS cutoff"). This means that the new structure should contain

abelian subgroups. If one forms the noncommutative generalization of the tensor product of e.g

two cyclic abelian group one ends up with freely generated groups of which the Hecke groups:

= ZJ *

furnish the simplest !'lustration examples. These free groups are also lattices within noncompact

groups. In fact La Harpe, Goodman and Jones26 emphasized that Mk has a rigid embedding into

the Mobiusgroup SL(2,R) with the same a priori 2cos J quantization as for the rigid Jones inclu-

sions. The group algebra of these free groups are non-hyperfinite II\ von Neumann factors M. This

means that there is no natural block-decomposition as in the case of compact group algebras. The

III factor group algebras possess however myriads of representations given by homomorphisms:

p(M) —» Matn(M). The problem is to find a finite family i.e. a p and its tensor powers which give

the braid group intertwiners (i.e. finite dimensional inductive systems of intertwiner spaces). An

important desired property of these representation is their self-duality in the sense of Verlinde and

Rehren. This is a property which Verlinde abstracted from conformai models. Recently Rehren de-

rived this property from the principles of algebraic QFT by enlarging the algebra of observables via

a Doplicher-Roberts construction using the permutation group sectors (see Rehren's contribution

to this volume). The new algebra has only braid group sectors and exhibits a selfduality similar

to finite abelian groups which is not shared by nonabelian finite groups. Perhaps the presently

most compelling reason in favour of discrete groups, leading to a new II\ bimodule tensor calcu-

lus a la Connes, is obtained by asking the question of what benefits one should expect from the

new symmetry. In the case of permutation group statistics the introduction of compact group

representation multiplicities led to a simpler description: instead of the cumbersome formalism in

terms of Green-Messiah parastatistics fields one has to only deal with abelian S00 representations,

the famous Bose-Fermi alternative. Looking at the importance of spontaneous symmetry breaking

(for which one first has to introduce the symmetry!) this step seems to be more than just of an

estetical-mathematical nature. By analogy one would expect that exchange algebra plektons are

converted into infinite multiplicity anyons. The consistency of this idea within conformai QFTj

would require that the unramified covering in the analytic continued anyon correlation functions

via the elimination of multipliciies go over into the ramified covering for the correlation of the

plektonic exchange algebra fields. This is only possible if the internal symmetry has a sufficiently

large overlap with the space-time Môbius-symmetry. In the permutation group situation the rather

1 1



trivial center of the Poincaré covering group (containing only the (-1) corresponding to the 360"

rotation) prevents such a mechanism i.e. the analytic monodromies remain trivial also in the mul-

tiplicity free description. The situation in the braid group case is radically different: the large

nontrivial center of the covering of the co-fold connected Mobiusgroup can be part of the new sym-

metry. The elimination of multiplicities even in the permutation group case is a nontrivial process

involving Klein transformations10. If the yet unknown new quantum symmetry leads to anyons

in the analogy to the Boson-Fermion alternative of compact, internal group symmetry (and thus

eliminating the multiplicity free plektons which are the analogous of the "paraons" of Green and

Messiah), then Wilzeks choice for the word "anyon" would have been truely foiesighted, because

in this case "any" statistics would be exhausted by "anyons" with infinite multiplicity and Bosons

and Fermions of the abelian S00 statistics appear as special cases.

The idea that the new symmetry is a free product (a "non-commutative" product as it was

called by D. Voiculescu17 ) of two anyonic groups is only the estetically simplest possibility. It is a

curious incident (?) that many of these free groups have rigidity properties as lattices in SL(2,R).

It is another curious incident (?) that the treatment of problems related to "free" products of

groups and algebras (as opposed to tensor products) uses the same mathematical concepts as used

for "large matrix models"17.

The new symmetry concept is so difficult because there is not a single illustrative example. If

future work on this problem supports these speculative remarks, the new field algebras would have

truely exotic properties. As a result of the many degrees of freedom (infinite dimensions) carried

by the symmetry in the vacuum and all higher sectors, the field theory would have a rapid increase

of states leading to a Haagedorn temperature and perhaps even to a breakdown of hyper&niteness

(and algebraic "nuclearity" which controlls the increase of states). Such exotic features are absent

in the observable algebra and the (multiplicity free) exchange algebras. However (in contrast to the

quantum group tensor calculus) the tensor multiplicités would harmonize (thanks to the Murray

von Neumann "continuous geometry") with the counting on fusion graphs, i.e. there is no need

for "g-dimension" as being different from the spatial tensor dimensions as in the case of quantum

groups.

After this speculative interlude let us return to the solid grounds of algebraic QFT. A theorem

which, like no other, illustrate the concepts of algebraic QFT as well as provides the final answer

to most of the question raised (but not answered) in the pioneering work of Doplicher, Haag and

Roberts is the following proposition of Longo8.

Theorem (Longo). Consider a translatable localizable irreducible endomorphism p which either

fulfills the DHR or the weaker BF localization. Then

(a) the inclusion p[A{O)) C A[O), with loc p C O, (O = DHR double cone or BF string like

cone), has a Jones index which is equal to the square of the statistical dimension

Ind(p(A[O)), A(O)) = dl
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(b) The existence of a transportable conjugate p in the sense of QFT (i.e. anti-particle) is

equivalent to the finiteness of the Jones index.

(c) Covariance and physical spectral properties of the sector defined by p are inherited from

those of the vacuum sector (i.e. the existence of Up(a, A) the Poincaré generators).

It would have been nice if one could add to this theorem the following statement.

(d) The transportable localized endomorphism can be charge-transported into arbitrary small

double cones (resp. arbitrary thin space-like strings) thus a DHR or BF localization theory cannot

contain an elementary length.

This statement, according to the expectation of experts [Longo, private communications],

should follow by the use of the so called time slice property19 (the algebraic version of the equation

of motion), but unfortunately it has not yet been possible to convert these ideas into a mathematical

proof.

Some additional comments may be helpful.

The Longo version of the Jones theorem in algebraic QFT resembles the Atiyah-Singer index

theorem in the sense that there is a left hand analytic side and a right hand topological-physical

side. The right hand side involves the deepest principle of algebraic QFT (Einstein causality for

observables) via the topologically invariant flip operators e(p,p) (deformation invariant within a

given model) and their characteristic number dp. It has been known for a long time that the

left hand side has a multiplicative structure whereas the Atiyah-Singer index behaves additively.

The physically relevant structure is not the endomorphism itself but rather the position of its

range within A, i.e. the inclusion or more generally the net structure. From the inclusion one

may form the canonical Jones relative tunnel (or more general relative tunnels which are the

commutants in a Connes bimodule tensor calculus8 with finite dimensional relative commutants)

whose inductive limit is the Hi hyperfinite factor R. The original Jones tunnel in the net is a

sequence of type III\ hyperfinite algebras and it is an interesting open question to what degree

the / /J i inclusion p(A{O)) c A(O) is determined by the relative tunnel of intertwiner algebras.

Within the hyperfinite II\ setting of Jones one knows conditions under which the original inclusion

can be (up to conjugacy) reconstruct from the sequence of intertwiner algebras.18

The statement (b) attributes a very significcant role to the conjugate (i.e. the antiparticle).

Longo has shown that a weak form of this concept is already manifest in the general setting of

inclusion of property infinite von Neumann algebras. Finally (c) answer deep questions raised in

the famous DHR work of the early 70*. Needless to add that a Jones index d* > 1 is a quantitative

measure for the violation of Haag duality in a nonabelian sector p.

At this conference Rehren and I were asked by a distinguished collègue, why we do not simply

write down the new field algebras and the new symmetry in the same spirit as physicists in earlier

times (say on the basis of functional integrals and point-like fields) wrote down new structures.

Our answer was: go ahead if you can do it. The "new kinematics" is conceptually unusual and

mathematically intricate and some attempts to write down field theoretic commutation relations

13
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uaing tensorial fields with tensorial R-matrices have failed. It was Mack and Schomerus20 who

recently pointed out the difficulties with bringing together quantum groups and quantum field

theory. Their attempt is not just a camouflaged way to reproduce the well known consistency

with the unitary Markov traces. It is amazing that in most papers on this subject there has

been no discussion of operator multiplicities. Instead one finds attempts to formulate quantum-

group-carrying fields with indefinite metric. In view of the fact that outside of pertubation theory

indefinite metric has produced nothing but mathematical and conceptual junk, those attempts are

not very encouraging. Algebaic QFT promisses to shine some light on the observable content of

what seem to be d = 3 Yang-Mills theories without using such methods.

Taking into account all the difficulties and pitfalls of the new structures one has to admire

the achievements of Moore Seiberg and Verlinde since they guessed a substantial part of the new

structure of exchange algebra on the basis of their geometric intuitive understanding of what string

theory and conformai QFT: is about.

Finally I take the opportunity to remove a misunderstanding concerning the aims of algebraic

QFT. Its generality and abstractness is not a goal in itself, but its only purpose is to understand

new structures and to produce new formulas in particular the basic calculational rules for the new

kinematics. It is ideally suited for this purpose because it leads to concrete momentum space

formulas for the inner product of scattering states.2'13'22 These formulas generalize those which

one would obtain if in the case of ordinary permutation group statistics one would use instead of

Heisenberg-Wigner internal symmetry tensors the parastatistics fields of Green and Messiah which

contains the Markov traces of S00. The next step after this is the introduction of point like fields

which fulfill an x-space exchange algebra. This construction only has been accomplished in the

case of d = 2 anyonic statistics. The prototype of such a field is the Federbush model field21 which

describes a parity violating "free anyon" written in terms of two auxiliary fermion operators. Its

piecewise constant S-matrix is entirely of kinematical origin. In fact Swieca12 and collaborators

(true pioneers of anyonic braid group statistics in QFT) were completely aware of the omnipresence

of this kinematical piece as a result of what they called "exotic statistics". The x-space localizable

anyonic fields are by no means the Fouriertransform of the momentum space anyons but one rather

obtains a formula of the type:28

A{x) =: line"1'"- :

where Hn. (bilin.) indicate linear (bilinear) expressions in particle and antiparticle creation and

annihilation operators with (for example Zn-anyons) well-known rapidity space kernels. These

fields, unlike permutation group free fields huve particle-antiparticle fluctuations and conserve

the particle number only on shell. For plektons the momentum space desription obtained from

scattering theory and the x-space fields are related in a yet unknow way. Certainly the formula

cannot be simpler than the anyonic one and one would like to hope that the new unknown symmetry
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should be helpful (and even nesseasary) in order to obtain a similar formula. In d = 2 + 1 one

has the additional problem that the scattering states depend in a discrete fashion on the time like

vector which characterizes the direction of the time like asymptotic limit.22 As a result one has a

nontrivial intertwining between the Lorentz- and the braid-group. Presently one does not know if

free anyons exist i.e. localizable fields which fulfill the x-space exchange algebra with abelian braid

group tensor fields and have an S-matrix S = S1"".

The problem of understanding free anyons and plektons respectively the minimal kinematically

induced interactions is absolutely crucial for the further investigation of quantum manifestations

of the new kinematics. The profound understanding of the new kinematics is part of a very

ambitious program of reconstructing localized fields from known S-matrices (i.g. factorizable S-

matrices, S = Skm etc.). In d = 2 this program is affiliated with the names of Karowski, Weisz

and Smirnov. As a result of recent investigations of Smirnov one now has explicit formulas for

local fields for certain families of factorizing S-matrices, formulas which by far surpass the above

mentioned free anyon formulas (e.g. the Federbush model) in complexity. But in none of these

cases (not even for free anyons) the uniqueness of the construction is known. One expects precisely

one equivalence class (Borchers class) of localizable fields for each field theoretically admissible

S-matrix.

The geometrical approach to braid group statistics has disappointingly few results concerning

quantum physics. For example the non-relativistic configuration space approach of Leinaas and

Myrheim has not been carried far enough to obtain concrete formulae for non relativistic anyon

operators in x- and p-space. For physical reasons (scattering theory) one obviously has to construct

x and p-space exchange algebra operators and their relation (even in the nonrelativistic theory) is

certainly a nonlinear one, unlike that for permutation group statistics fields.

The path-integral method applied to Chern-Simons Lagrangians (topological QFT of E. Wit-

ten) is formally related to knot theory. But presently it is very far away from being able to

reconstruct superselection sectors and field operators in a Hilbert space whose statistics belong to

the Markov traces (Jones- and Kaufmann polynomials) computed by Wilson loops with a Witten

framing. It is clear that in order to relate to superselection sectors, one has to work with infinitly

large Wilson loops or better Mandelstam strings. It is however unclear which Lagrangian- 3-d field

theories are expected to exhibit (local gauge invariant) braid group superselection sectors: the pure

gauge theory (i.e. \F2 added to the Chern Simons term) or a model with an additional dynamical

matter field. There is some hope that with a better understanding of the quantum theoretical re-

construction one may eventually answer such questions.29 The new kinematics of low-dimensional

QFT is of a very fundamental nature and constitutes the only visible difference to high dimensions.

It would be really surprising (requiring a deep dynamical explanation) if nature does not use it.
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Compactness and Tomita Modularity

The directed nets of Doplicher, Haag and Roberts are not the appropriate algebraic formulation for

the quasilocal algebra in situations for which the space-time indexing of the net is compact. This is

obviously the case in conformai QFT2 but one also meets this situation for the net attached to the

Buchholz-Fredenhagen string localization where the asymptotic space-like string directions form a

compact space. In these cases one may follow Fredenhagen16 and define the quasilocal algebra A

by a universal construction (the free product of the local algebras with an "amalgamation" from

the embeddings and the coherent representation theory). Different from the inductive limits of

directed nets, such "compact" algebras are not simple algebras and their irreducible representations

are not faithfull [ example the abelian current algebra (Weyl algebra) on the circle ]. One expects

that the representation theory of these algebras follows the same pattern as the recent algebraic

formulation of superselection sectors in quantum mechanics.30 The latter problem is identical to

the classification of the various "quantizations" in the absence of the von Neumann uniqueness of

the Schrodinger equation (as a result of nontrivial configuration space topology). A well-known

illustration is the classification of all S1 quantum mechanics by a 0-angle. Such topological problem

traditionally have been handled within the path-integral quantization. However there is a well-

known clash between the use of differential geometry (requiring continuity or smoothness) and the

stochasticity of path integrals. The C* algebra approach to the topology of quantum mechanical

configuration spaces is not burdened with this problem. For topological trivial situation the algebra

is simple and only has one irreducible representation i.e. one revisits the von Neumann uniqueness

theorem of the Schrodinger equation. In algebraic QFT one does not "quantize", nevertheless

one expects as a result of the "compactification" an analogous situation in the sense that all

locally normal representations of A (the local subalgebras of A are von Neumann algebras) are

automatically DHR localizable.27

The second property mentioned in the title, Tomita modularity, is the most crucial mathe-

matical structure underlying algebraic QFT. Without it one would not be able to derive various

"duality" properties (e.g. Haag duality) and therefore one would loose the link with geometry

and in particular with symmetry. For example there would not be localized endomorphisms with

their natural sector composition structure. The Tomita theory may be viewed as the nonabdian

extension of the Osterwalder Schrader theory. In the latter case one starts with an abelian algebra of

functions (on euclidean space or a euclidean lattice) with a faithful translational covariant positive

state on it. Taking as the +-opération : f(xo,x) -* f*(-xOtx) (i.e. with hyperplane reflection) one

finds that the Tomita reflection for the half-space algebra is identical to the Osterwalder-Schrader

reflection operator J = O and that the Osterwalder Schrader positivity becomes part of the Araki

theory of positive cones. The transfer matrix (or the contracting semi-group) is nothing but a

Longo's canonical eudomorphism 7 belonging to two half space algebras (the second one contained

in the first), with respect to the new inner product defined in terms of the 0.ss
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In order to obtain an intuitive understanding of Tomita modularity in the nonabelian case,

consider first a finite matrix algebra Matn{C). Each state over this algebra (i.e. a positive linear

functional) is of the form

p(A) = trpA = tr P1I2Ap1I2

where p is a positive semidefintie density matrix. If p is invertible, the state is faithfull. A state over

a C* algebra leads to the canonical construction of a Hilbert space and a cyclic representation, the

famous GNS reconstruction. In that construction, the reference state Cl from which the Hilbert-

space is cyclically generated, is identified with an element of the algebra (generating a left ideal),

in our case fi s pll2 :

From the cyclic and seperating "vector state" Q and the algebra Matn(C) which after the GNS

construction is identified with the (finite dimensional) von Neumann algebra M generated by the

left action of Matn(C) on itself, one may construct a modular automorphism on Matn(C) and

a "quantum" reflection J. This is done by considering the polar decompostion of the operator

S = JA 1 / 2 defined by

One easily sees that

A"(A) := A"AA-''' , automorphism on M

J = antiisomorphism JAp1*2 = pi/2A' = A-1I2A* px>2

J transform the left algebra antiisomorphically into the right one and therefore the algebra

Matn(C) antilinearly into its commutant : Matn(C)'Uft = Matn(C)ritht- The Tomita-Takesaki

theorem generalizes this observation to all von Neumann algebra. Given a von Neumann algebra M

and a cyclic separating vector ft on M, then M and ft determine uniquely a (generally outer) mod-

ular automorphism A1* (H = InA is a kind of natural hamiltonian for Af) and a antiisomorphism

J (the Tomita reflection, a kind of generic TCP conjugation) with:

JMJ = M' (commutant).
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The general proof ia complicated and as a result of its mathematical subtleties and the strong

content of the theorem, the Tomita theory was first met with scepticism. In the field theoretic

relevant case of hyperfinite (i.e. those which are inductive limits of matrix-algebras) von Neumann

algebras (the local observable algebra A(O) are known to be of this kind) the proof is reasonably

straightforward. Physicists found examples in which A1' and J have a geometrical significance.

In case the algebra is generated by Wightman fields localized in a Rind 1er wedge |t| < z and Q is

the vacuum state, the one parametric modular group is the Lorentz-boost group in the t — z plane

and the Tomita reflection is the TCP operator multiplied with a rotation.23 A particularly rich

geometrical situation one finds in the previously described case of compact observable nets. For

example for conformally covariant fields on the circle S1, the A1' and J belonging the interval

algebras and the vacuum state are conformai transform of the dilation subgroup and the TCP

reflection.24 The geometrical property of J localizes the commutant in the complementary interval ,

i.e. Haag duality is a consequence of the properties of the Tomita reflection. In the noncompact

DHR situation the Tomita reflections belonging to Rindler wedges only allow to derive a weaker

form of Haag duality which is called essential Haag duality for double cones (which turns out

to be sufficient to derive the existence of localized endomorphism neede in the DHR and BF

approach). The relation between the standard Haag duality and its weak version accounts for the

notion of spontaneous symmetry breaking within the algebraic framework.25 In compact theories

as conformai field theories, spontaneous symmetry breaking, if possible at all, only happen through

breaking of conformai invariance i.e. decompactification. In the following we will specialize our

considerations to a particular conformai model with abelian braid group statistics, the U(I) current

model. This model whose observable algebra is the abelian current algebra has a continuum of

superselection sectors. By forming maximal ^-extensions of this observable algebra one obtains a

larger Einstein causal and Haag dual observable algebra AN with a finite number of superselection

sectors.27 All sectors are pure (abelian) braid group sectors (i.e. none of them is a permutation

group statistics sector) and therefore the prerequistes for the Verlinde-Rehren selfduality are met.

The field algebra with its Zw symmetry decomposes into 2N sectors

with ?t =
k

T = e2T>Lo , L0 generator of rigid rotations. The Tt(Ii) for nonintersecting intervals /,• i =

1,2 have anyonic commutation relations with ZZN phases. In contradistinction to the observable

algebra AN which lives on the circle S1, the operators of the field algebra are algebra valued sections

on the circle and become globally defined operators on the 4N-fold covering of S1. Instead of the

two flip operators e(puPi) and e'(pi,Pi) (in our case phases) of the noncompact DHR theory,

one finds many e's which all differ by monodromy operators corresponding to covering rotations
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of S1 . The Verlinde-Rehren selfduality manifests itself in a kind of Gauss law property: a unitary

operator U in AN which ia two-fold localized in the same sheet

U = V1V2
+ , We? , locVidi t = 1,2

i.e. a charge transporter from h to /2 acts at the time as a "charge measurer" for charge-carrying

operators W localized in I between /,• if the localization region / does not contain the cut. On the

covering space this localization region I is in the same sheet as /,-. In formula:

UWU+ =

if W(Tt a n d Vie51 On the other hand if loc W is outside this sheet, the two operators simply

commute. So the charge transporters with respect to the regions /,• are also charge measurers

with respect to /. In this way the monodromy operator in compact theories obtains an active

interpretation in terms of a charge transport. This may be considered as a generalization of

Kramers- Wannier-Kadanoff duality to the AN conformai theory on the circle. In the original

lattice formulation, the KWK duality holds for correlation functions of a classical lattice model if

one changes the order into the disorder operators (living on the dual lattice) and the temperature

to the dual temperature. After taking the scaling limit, the resulting conformai theory only retains

the algebraic aspects of duality since one has lost the temperature parameter (i.e. the noncritical

coupling constant). So the question arises whether by considering more general states than the

vacuum on 7 one can restore duality on the level of correlation functions. Indeed this seems

to happen at a finite quantum temperature (i.e. through KMS states). Temperature physics

in the compact theory is completely different from the standard case. In the latter the charge

number becomed ill-defined (adding one more charge to a finite density system does not make any

difference), hence the superselection structure gets lost and the system only remembers its charge

structure through its various chemical potentials. For a compact hamiltonians as in conformai

QFT, the charge structure is maintained at finite temperature and gives rise to the (Gepner-

Witten) modularity properties. For example for the thermal two point function one finds by

explicite calculations (using Poisson resummations) at /? = 2JT:

Here t/>(t) is a point-like covariant field carrying the fundamental Z2N charge and the matrix S ist he

Verlinde-Rehren monodromy matrix. The factor iu in front is the scaling factor (d = dim t/») related

formally to the imaginary scaling t -» it of the compact circular coordinate t. The above equation is

of course the extension of the famous Gepner-Witten modularity property of characters of Virasoro

or Kac-Moody algebras to correlation functions. At a temperature y = /3 = 2ar the right hand
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side would involve the dual temperature 2^r"1. The crucial question for algebraic QFT theory

is: can one understand this relation as a structural property, a kind of duality property, following

from the principles for compact nets or more modestly for conformally covariant nets? More

specifically: can the transformation from circular variables to radial variables (purely imaginary

variables), which resembles a kind of corner transfer matrix (or an "active" Wick-rotation which

can only appear in quantum system at finite temperature) changing in addition the sectors by

the S-transformation, be interpreted as an operation in the net of algebras similar to the afore

mentioned Tomita reflection (which was related to an interval algebra together with the vacuum

state)? The KMS theory only yields the result that the KMS states in the ZJN sectors over AN

have a double periodicity (angular and radial) so that there is a consistency with the modular

relation. (Using fields instead of observables one can write down consistency relations between

the matrices of the modular relations and those of the KMS theory, the latter being related to

the braid matrices). This suffices to show that the modular S is independent of the temperature

and can be computed in terms of KMS matrices. However this consistency observation does not

answer the question about the origin of the "reflection" between angular and radial variables.

This operation, if it exists, should be of the same fundamental physical significance as TCP in

QFT. Further progress should come from the construction of ./-reflections for the field algebra J

instead of AN- Here one has to use aZiNn-twisted locality and duality. Another step into the

right direction is the extension of geometrical Tomita reflection to two non-intersecting intervals.

Natural diffeomorphims which have such regions invariant are obtained as:

T~lMT , M = Moebiustransformation

T : operator corresponding to the transformations z —> z2.

It is easy to write down an explicit one-parametric diffeomorphism which would be a candidate

for a Tomita modular group of a two-interval region (but the state H in this case cannot be the

vacuum). A Tomita reflection for such a situation could be helpful to deepen the observations

on the charge-transporter/charge-measurer duality. The specialization to the abelian braid group

sectors made in the section may not be so special as it seems at first sight. If one is optimistic, one

could hope, as already mentioned before, that plektons via the new (non understood) quantum

symmetry can be reduced to anyons similar to the Doplicher Roberts reduction of nonabelian S00

statistics to (Green's "paraons") Fermions and Bosons.

Concluding Remarks

In this presentation we tried to explain the achievments and open problems of the algebraic ap-

proach to QFT and confront it with the geometrical path-integral method. In the latter important

discoveries in very special settings are often more easily made but their formulation tends to be

closer to mathematics (e.g. knot theory) than to quantum physics. On the other hand algebraic
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QFT in d = 3 dimensions promises to give a very profound insight into the observable quantum

aspects of gauge theories possibly hidden behind the "classical screen" of fibre bundles and the

perturbative indefinite metric treatment. Both theories work with different "modularity" concepts.

Tomita choose the word "modular" because in the case of group algebras the operator A and J

are related to the modular multiplier appearing between right and left invariant Haar measurs.

Whether the possible generalization to infinite dimensional Lie algebras like Kac-Moody algebras

will bring Tomitas use of the word and that of e.g. Kac-Petersen together is an open problem.

However there is a clear link of the various notions of duality in QFT with Tomita modularity.

Since the modularity in the sense of Gepner and Witten appears from a physical point of view

closely related to Kramers-Wannier-Kadanoff duality, one might entertain the hope that (at least

in compact QFT's) the former duality has its fundamental explanation (i.e. in terms of physical

principles) in terms of principles of algebraic QFT. A more complete understanding of this issue

(unfortunately not obtained in these notes) would attribute a much greater physical significance

to the modularity observed in conformai theories. On the other hand the KMS properties, well

studied in algebraic QFT, may have a nontrivial extension for the case of compact nets. The notion

and properties of states in such a theory may be considerably richer than those of the standard

DHR theory. This may open the gates to the understanding of states with several temperatures

which behave like Teichmuller deformation paramers in the theory of Riemann surfaces. Algebraic

QFT (nor for that matter any other formulation of QFT which takes the quantum aspects serious)

presently does not legitimize the words: "QFT on Riemann-surfaces" in the case that the fields

are not Bosons or Fermions. A monodromy ±1 is the only one which is consistent with euclidean

field theory or statistical mechanics. Only the physical (Minkowski) part of analytic region is ear-

fully protected against any analytic "monodromy confusion" i.e. has a reconstruction in terms of

operators acting on a Hilbert-space, wheras a Hilbertspace and operators for a euclidean theory

(or statistical mechanics) becomes meaningless for exchange fields but retains it validity for local

fields constructed from such exchange fields. For this reason, the Riemann surface aspect has to

be looked for in the enrichment of the properties of states on not yet understood algebras. The

Tomita automorphism is described in terms of a one parametric abelian group and it seems that

the Gepner-Witten modularity points into the direction of a some sort of nonabelian generalization

(for special kinds of nets of von Neumann algebras).

The geometric approach recently led to a computable kind of "critical exponents" (called the

string tension) which can be extracted from the partition function of two dimensional statistical

mechanics theories with fluctuating surfaces (thought of as a "kind of euclidean version" of quantum

gravity, ignoring all conceptual difficulties going with such continuations). Even if one is 100%

sceptical about the physical concepts and calculational techniques used in the "derivation" of

these numbers, one should not doubt that they represent new not yet understood kinematical

quantities in theories which are still to be conquered.32 In the case of the (kinematical) statistics

parameters (spin-statistic phases, statistical dimensions) the present understanding would not be
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what it is now without the helping hand of algebraic QFT. In addition to discoverers, our times

need critical and even sceptical minds. One of those is among us and thi3 conference was dedicated

to his 60th birthday. Happy birthday Raymond and right on!
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